Clinical Data Search

Our easy-to-use application helps clinicians find relevant information based on specific keyword searches.

Clinical Data Search provides clinicians with powerful search functionality so they can find specific patient health information when they need it.

Clinician uses Clinical Data Search to retrieve patient information

Patient’s full longitudinal record

MOBILE- FRIENDLY

This new tool queries the nation’s largest interorganizational clinical data repository, the Indiana Network for Patient Care (INPC), dating back 30+ years. Clinical Data Search is able to harness this robust amount of data and offer it to users via mobile access to INPC data.

SECURE

Clinical Data Search prioritizes security requiring all user access through multi-factor authentication software. IHIE works to ensure accessibility to our products and services is easy for the clinician and secure for patient information.

ACCESSIBLE

Providing quick, searchable access to INPC data lessens the technical hurdles for your care team while seamlessly fitting into their workflow. No other patient search application has the breadth of the INPC behind it allowing the clinician to search a patient’s full longitudinal record.